




















Order No. 10285/L Supply Shaft Left Side
(from runner view)

Order No. 10285/R Supply Shaft  Side
(from runner view)

The water ditch supply shaft is made from aluminium. The
supply shaft accommodates the two water valves of the
water ditch kit. The supply shaft can be dismantled and is 
fixed together by screws. It is also screwed together with
the water ditch kit.

Order No. 10300





The water ditch hurdle is made from aluminium and a crossbar. There
are two options for crossbars. Option 1 is a multi-layered laminated
timber crossbar. Option 2 is a synthetic material one with an integrated
aluminium core. The water ditch hurdle can be adjusted in height. The
heights are 76.2 cm, 83.8 cm and 91.4 cm. The crossbar measures a
total length of 3.66  m. The crossbar is a square 12.7 cm. The wood is
painted with a special paint, which is long lasting even in a strong
weather influence

Order No 10410:  Wooden Crossbar
Order No 10140/SY: Synthetic Crossbar 













 

The training hurdle is made 
from highgrade aluminium
profiles. The base profiles 
measure a cross section of 
50x50x3 mm. The vertical 
profiles measure a cross
section of 40x40x3mm. The 
profile for the height 
adjustment is 33x33x3 mm. 
The crossbar is made from 
high quality, durable and 
extremely flexible wood. 
The height adjustment
is realized with a simple push 
button. The training hurdle is 
available in different sizes







Order No. 10251/AL aluminium surface ( Without EPDM on top )
Order No. 10251 white powder coated ( With EPDM on top )



The starter podium without display is
made from aluminium. It measures 
around 80x80 cm and it hexagonal 
shaped. The top of the stand is 
equipped with an anti-slip surface

Order no. 10170



The finishing post is made from aluminium. The posts have a square base frame. They are equipped with a
mechanism to hold the finishing line. On request the item can be powder coated
Order No. 10200

Finishing post with round base. Made from aluminium.
10200 Alumnium surface
10201 Powder coated

The starting boxes are made from fibreglass reinforced plastic. The boxes also provide space to place indicator
 for false starts. The boxes are stackable.

Order No. 10580 


















